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Combine with the
TX-FLEX driver app

TX-SKY
Link your fleet to the home base

TX-FLEX is a mobile add-on for the TX-SKY on-board computer.
It is a driver app, running on an Android device. TX-FLEX facilitates all driver activities outside the truck cabin: barcode scanning, picture transfer, digital signatures and customer comments, pallet information and problem reporting. The data are
synchronised via Bluetooth with the TX-SKY and sent to the
TX-CONNECT back office platform for further processing.

Driver app fit for ruggedised PDAs
or smartphones

On-board computer add-on

Support of out-of-cabin activities

Bluetooth and GPRS connection
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What is TX-SKY?

How to use TX-SKY?

TX-SKY is a fixed mounted on-board computer with touch screen. It is fully integrated into our TX-CONNECT back office software and

TX-SKY helps drivers perform their daily activities and reach their destination with ease and within time. The SKY technology minimises

standard connected to the vehicle’s CAN bus and tachograph. TX-SKY registers all driver and truck information as well as the data from

all administrative hassle, so that drivers can maximally focus on a safe and ecologically sound transport.

other sources, such as temperature sensors and document scanners. As a secured gateway, TX-SKY enables the driver and dispatcher
to exchange information in real time.
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Why use TX-SKY?
TX-SKY sets the standard in telematics fleet hardware. Based on a high-performance platform, its tablet-style interface ensures the best
possible user experience. This ease-of-use as well as its plug-and-play installation guarantee a low total cost of ownership.

Easy installation, remote
configuration and support

Intuitive user interface

Powerful processor and
extensive internal memory

Future-proof driver tool

Integration with
TX-CONNECT platform

